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Student Council Seeks More Involvement with Faculty
KCTV Begins An Advanced Year of Broadcasting
By Joyce TeC80n
All men and women in the Kenyon College
community are subject to the guidelines of
the campus government. The various bran-
ches of thai government include Senate, Stu-
den! Council. and Faculty Governance, all of
which are meant to be self-governing bodies.
This year's Student Council is looking to
assert itself as a self-governing body by
reviewing the Kenyon Constitution and
possibly amending It.
According to Regina Phillips, Student
Council Treasurer, one of the major con-
cerns of Student Council is that "students
don't have enough of a voice on campus."
Phillips explained Student Councrrs view
that "We are currently under the system of
By Holly Brent
Imagine watching a Kenyon soccer game
from the comfon of your dorm room! This is
the dream of Paul Valenti '93, station
manager of KCTV. This year he hopes to ex-
pand and improve KCTV by hooking it up to
cable. Eventually, his goal is to put KCfV on
its own 24-hour cable station, so that Kenyon
students and faculty members will be able to
enjoy watching Kenyon programs any time of
day or night.
KCTV had its beginnings in 1986, when
Brendan P. Keefe '90 was a prospective stu-
dent at Kenyon and talked to the deans about
the possibilities of staning a television station
at Kenyon. The problems of setting up a Ken-
yon television station were greeter than Keefe
had imagined. For three years he submitted a
series of proposals, and during those three
years KCTV didn't produce anything but an
admissions video and some independent pro-
jects. The last proposal Keefe drew up was
one in excess of $20,000. It entailed hardwir-
ing KCTV to the head end of Star Cable,
which is three miles away from Kenyon.
Before Keefe submitted this, he had met with
Doug Givens, the Dean of Development,
who raised over $i8,OOO for KCTV. The
senior staff aI the college voted the proposal
down, and Keefe received none of the money
he needed.
The proposal was voted down on the
grounds thai the administration was worried
that no one would take KCTV over once
Keefe had araduated, they weren't sure
whether or not Keefe was proposina to use
the correct technoiosy, and tMy were con-
ctI1led with the lack of facilities for KCTV to
and Student Council. According to Mr. Gin-
ther, "Student Council can propose a recom-
mendation to Senate concerning student life
and activities, Senate can then write a pro-
posal to be sent to the President of the col-
lege and the Board of Trustees for final ap-
proval." Ginther, who also sits on the
Academic Policy Commiuee, explained that,
unlike the Senate and Student Council,
Faculty Governance has the ability to "enact
policy for its commiuees and then go to the
President to make sure there is funding."
Ginther cites new course approvals as an ex-
ample.
According to Sumerauer, some of the ideas
being discussed by Council are the possibility
of a student or recent alumnus on the Board
of Trustees and a faculty review system with
more student involvement. The Council is
also contemplating a student representative
at faculty meetings. Phillips expressed Conn-
cit's belief that this would "give faculty and
use. Last year, however, Keefe gOt $4,000 group meets twice a week, and on Tuesday students equal rights in campus decisions."
from the Student Activities fund for evening the staff watches the show together. She was quick to reassure that "Student
1989-1990, but when the proposal was re- The show is on television every Wednesday at Council is not looking to ostracize the faculty
jeered, they took it all away. Eventually, the Shoppes during lunch. or ourselves, but we're looking to formulate a
Keefe received $t600 from Student COnnM', KCTV is in the mids cr ""'08 In.... .., new system of campus governance which will
and he used this money to purchase a cam- receive more funds in order to eventually truly represent and unite students in the cam-
corder and a Lavaliere microphone. He paid move to cable. They are applying for sup- munity."
for the studio that KCTV uses with his own plementary budget mane, in order to get an After November I, Council will direct its
money. auto/repeat function VCR, which will allow efforts, with the help of faculty, to research
Last semester, Keefe called together a see KCTV {Hlfl.e eifl.hl aimed aI a new form of student government.
meeting for anyone who wasinterested in r-----------------.::=:..::..:.::.::...=:::.:::.:::::::::.~:.:::::::::.:,
working for the show and approximately SO
people showed up. Due to limited techno-
logical capabilities, KCTV could only hire
about IS people in the beginning. By the end
of the semester only a few people remained.
This year Valmti has made some changes
that have helped to improve KCfV. Now
producers and reporters work together on a
story, and producers are responsible for
editing their own stories. After the producers
are finished, stories are turned into an editor
to edit. Valenti saY' tbat the position of pro-
ducer didn't even exist last year because the
cameraman and the editor were two different
people. Valenti recalls that as an editor it was
rough getting raw footage of videotape, and
pUlling a story together the way it should go
without really knowing what the producer
was looking for.
This yur several new positions were im-
plemented to fill out Ihe staff. There is an
advcnising and publicity penon, a business Two weeks qo Tune magazine reported the eve of Yom Kipper, WIlS condemned as
manaaer, and a sports anchor. There are that lite lhu'ltftOlllh R~"inv,an independent one of the many offenses the R~kw has
severt producers, seven reporters, and two student weekly, printed Hitler's words that printed durina its to-year history. It has also
anchors. Valenti says the swion is morc em- '"by wuding off the Jews, I am rtthtins for printed. derogatory remarks about women,
cient than last year, mostly because the new the Lord's work." The context of the blacks, Native Americans and homosexuals.
internal structure of the show allows the sentence was not mentioned. However, the Due to the most recent controversy students
sroup 10 be more dosdy knit. This year the Lpu~b1_ica_"Ioa__ of_Ihc:_~q~OOI_.~._w~hit:It~·~~~:;..:;..~on::..._.=_~D=A=.=TM=D=U=TH:..:;=""':::'="'~·='=' J
campus government. but only students are
governed by it." According to Phillips,
"there is another half of campus. faculty,
which is not responsible to it."
Under the guidelines set forth in the Ken-
yon student handbook, the functions of the
Student Council are to "formulate and ex-
press officially the student views concerning
affairs of the college; 'to recognize legitimate
student activities, enterprises, organizations
and social events and to supervise their
operations: and to administer elections, ap-
pointments, and removals by impeachment
for all student offices in the campus govern-
ment." Student Council is not consulted on
decisions concerning curriculum or course
study-something the Council would like to
see changed.
In order to make changes, Dieter
Sumeraurer, President of Student Council,
believes the Council needs to explore ways to
"give students the power and self-
determination- they deserve." Sumerauer ex-
plained that currently Council is "ln.
vestlgating other college constitutions." Ac-
cording to Mark Vacha, Secretary of Student
Council, the next step of Council will be to
"write a statement to clarify Student
Council's perception of studem/campus
government and to inform the community."
Sumerauer explained that the statement,
which will be made public November I, will
give the community an idea of "where our
(Council's) power lies in the student body."
Senate member Kent Ginther explained the
differing roles of Faculty Governance, Senate
News Briefs
Greek Party Triggers Controversy At Brown
By Naaette Miller
Racism has piqued college campuses in
the past several years. The sensitivity is so ex-
tensive that the evidence of racism seems to
be found everywhere. Reports of racism have
resurfaced again in the Greek community.
On October IS, the New York TImes
reported a ragins debate triuered by Greek
sponsored theme parties on the campus of
Brown University. A complaint about a
"South of the Border" Mexican siesta caused
the "mostly white" fraternities and sororities
to put an end to minority and ethnic theme
parties.
Still, the topic lingers among members of
the Brown community who feel as if the
"politkally correct" students on campus have
gone overboard. Many students feel that the
hypersensitive and "politically correct .. cam-
pus is looking for discrimination where
discrimination does nOI exist.
The rest contest that the complaim should
have been filed as "culture and identity are
reduced to a commodity." Racism, to them,
is a dangerous topic that one cannot be over-
ly sensitiveabout. The Greeks have not backed
down and like to refer to the change as one
small step towards improved relations.
Dartmouth Review Attacks Jews
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All
submissions must be signed and typed. double-spaced and are
due Tuesdays at noon in the Gund Commons mailbox. The Edi-
tors reserve the right 10 edit all material while maintaining the
original intent of the submission. Letters and columns do nOI
necessarily reflect the views of the staff.
Counc1l Changes Miss Their Mari
KEC Requests Help with Recycling
To the Editor:
"We can', increase recycling on campus un-
til there is more help down at the recycling
garage," is what Iheard from the Kenyon En-
vironmental Committee (KEC) coordinator
when I approached him two years ago.
Driven by the need to increase recycling I set
out to encourage hetp at [he Brooklyn Street
garage on Saturday mornings to sort through
the huge pile of recyclables.
"Recycling at the garage is going to have to
be done through student volunteers," is what
I heard from Dean Edwards IIlSl: year as we
talked about expanding the recycling pro-
gram. This time I cringed. crossed my
fingers, and hoped that Icould come up with
some way to get students to help recycle. And
all I could Ihink of was the huge pile of
recyclables down at the garage waiting to be
sorted and taken lnro Mount Vernon.
"HELP!" is what I hear myself saying
every time I open the door 10 the garage,
faced with an enormous pile of cans and bot-
t1esand cardboard. The increase in campus
participation in utilizing the recycling bins is
encouraging and exciting; but the need for peo-
ple to sort these bags at the garage is greater
than ever before. Never have I seen the
garage as taken over by recyclables as it has
been this year. And we need your help to
regain control and facilitate the second step
in the processing of recyclables.
Many important additions have been made
to the recycling program this year. The Board
of Trustees set aside a fund to allow for the
purchase of new and more recycling bins for
the campus. The fund also enabled Kenyon
to hire a woman to work three nights a week
10 help remove recyclables from the dorms.
Although the recycling program is far from
being anything but student-run, maintenance
(thankfully) is much more involved this year.
Maintenance continues to provide us with a
truck; cleaning personnel bring recyclables to
central locations for removal; and rovers help
10 take cardboard from the dining halls and
bookstore to the recycling garage. When they
have time, rovers wiD even take recyclables
into Mount Vernon. This eases the problem
that we had in the past of having processed
recyclables build up in the garage waiting to
be removed.
More bins in the dorms and the extra help
by maintenance reduces recycling as an
eyesore in the dorms, bUI down at the garage
on Brooklyn Steer the cans, bottles,
newspaper, office paper and cardboard pre-
sent themselves as an overwhelming problem.
A massive pile of bags of recyclables anxious-
ly wait to be opened; the cans and bottles in-
side them 10J1I to be smashed or separated by
color and taken to Mount Vernon (isn't
everyone's dream to go to Mount Vernon?). A
worried coordinator hopes that this saturday
will be the one where there is a record turnout
and the pi!e finally gets under control.
So how does one get people to volunteer 10
help recycle? Hopefuly, organizations will
sign up to bring their members down.
Hopefully, people will feel personally respon-
sible for their own garbage and come down.
Just as we are learning that there is no magic
"away" for our garbage when we throw-it-
away, there is also no "away" for our
recyclables. They have to go somewhere.
Something has to be done with them. Our na-
tion's garbage crisis includes a recyding
crisis - from removal, to processing, 10
markets. On all levels, individuals must do
their part to make recycling work. Wouldn't it
be great if each student came down once 10
help recycle? Wouldn't it be great if a student
in each dorm volunteered to take care of the
recycling bins and recycling sial15? An at-
titude of personal responsibility for one's
own garbage would make the Kenyon recycl-
ing program a success. Take the flrst step-I
urge you to come down to the recycling
garage on any Saturday from 1Q.12 to be a
part of a solution to the garbage crisis.
Really - if you're not recycling, you're
Ihrowing it all away.
Sincerely,
Meryl Brott
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Collegian Notes
Due 10 the overwhelming volume of submissions received this week, some leuers 10 the
editor will be run in the Nov. 2 Collqian. '
Letters to the Editor
Short Dismisses Crais' Response
To the Editor:
I should like 10 thank Professor Cliflon
Crais for his letter (in your last issue) direc-
ting anention 10 my article in the Kenyon
Observer, I understand that he spent a
valuable class period doing the same.
It is unnecessary to respond to his
cnricisms. For anyone who reads my article
can 'ice for himself thai those criticisms are
worse than unjust: [hey aTCnot ellen ger-
mane.
They are of a piece wit h his gross distortion
of Mr. Suman's cartoon. Thai cartoon was
obviously intended to parody curricular
racism, but Crais pretends it is the cartoon
that is racist. What can one say?
Sincerely,
Thomas Short
Sliman Explains Observer Cartoon
To the Editor:
Iam writing to respmuJ to attacks made on
my character by Professor Crais in his "Let-
ter to the Editor" of October 18., 1990. In his
unfortunate tirade he implied, based on my
cartoon ("Race-Conscious Map of America"')
and Professor Short's article ("Kenyon's
Need for Diversity"), both for the Observer,
that we were racisi. He arossJy misrepresenu
the content of the article. and mi5Se$
altogether the obvious messege of the car-
loon. Worse still, he stoops to name-callinJ
(N. B. "mediocre ideolor.ues" and "uninformed
white men").
This should concern the KeR)'Oncommuni-
ty. That a professor of this ooUeae could
come to such unwarranted conclusions, and
then use the school newspaper lo wrecldessty
and unscrupulously malian a ftnt year stu-
dent und a colleague, is reprehensible. I
suspect, however, that he may have done
more damage to his own reputation and
credibility Ihan 10 ours, since anyone who
read the article and looked at the cartoon.
whelher agreeing or disqreeina, could see
that neither was f'tId$l, By hi! flippant use of
the term "racist," Professor Crais, sadly,
reduced to c1ich~what was once a powerful
condemnation.
Professor Crais criticizes my cartoon, but
what does he know about a#IOOninil ~
parently very little, if he thinks that it is
possible to draw un)1Olf~without portrayina
"phenotypical" char&deriltics. And what
does he mean by (he "oonfJadon of male
lender"? Is he SUJIC'Ilini that, becallSC! •
drew two males, and not. say, a D18lc IUId a
female, somehow that maka me sexist •
well? If so, lhen he really was arol'inJ.
for somethina 10 complain about. It would
have oonfused the:poillt • was tryilll to make
had I brollJht &alder into the: cartoon. But
then apin, what does ProfC!SlOrCrais care
aboulthe point I was tryina 10make, since he:
apparently made no effon to understand it in
the fim place?
The cartoon wu a scriow atlemplto Jrap.
pie with the qu¢stion of culture. In order to
do that, Inaturally had to depict stereotypes.
In no way was I endorsioa those stereotypes;
quite to the contrary, I was lampoonins
them. The "Race-Conscious Map of
America" was a satirical representation of the
whole "race-constious" movement in (he:
United States, which Ibelieve is manipulaled
by politicians and, to a eenain extent, even
colleges, either for votes or for the apo-
pearaD«' of distinction in "'sociaIawarenas".
Take Ted Kennedy's 1990 "'Civil Rights" Bill
for example, which woWd U$C! IftJIlllf'hkaJ
sttltistics to prove racism in the workplace:.
Notice also the encircled "Gray Areas" off
to the side of the map. This is clearly my
editorial comment reprdilll so-called "race-
consciousness" in America. It is designed to
bring attention to important. as· yet
unanswered questions. For instance, what
does detennine our culture? Our shoes (a
rderence to the Nike controversy)? The style
of our hair, the books we read. the clothes we
wear-or even the color of our skin? Is it
historical ties to a continent thousands of
miles away from our own? And what about
the possibility of co--nistcnce? Need it be so
unpleasant, as separatists. both black and
white, profess? Are we really that different?
And why Il1'C! we not allowed to ask lI.e dif·
ficult questions about Aff'trmative Action
and the existence of revcne discrimination?
Perhaps lbe IDOII ridic:aloul IbinI about
Professor Crais' letter is IPs iDSinuation that.
lOIPClilow, Professor Short w.. beiDa
........_Iy" m ........ for UI .... _
conservative" pubIk:etiou, that his time
would have beeR better spent "'in the panuit
of knowledle" than In contdbudq. his
tbouahts about 8 S1eIIIidve issue. It is u
thouah to imply that tbe pbruc "conservadw
intellectual'" is an oxymoron. CMnina from a
liberal, this view Is, at best, self·
..... andizin ••
Yes-what did happen to seholarsbip?
S;n<e<dy.
Robert B. S1imaD .,.
Council Seeks Input About Housing
To the Membas of Ihe Ken)'mlCommunitr. Stt*nt CoNdl PI'Ilddeat ad QIir of
SeDa&e. we mvito the kenyon COIIIIDUIIky to...--..-...-
in ... fG8 ...
-Eil -.. ..... _,...__ • __ 1110........ _
iDa.··'ioa".....bulduponsomedclr--
w S1\!IJI!H:PiCDUNCIL twit' r~l"
By now we are aU ..... fitf the tnIIlea'
respometolbelleportoflheCm.l ' LJllOO
Student Ute .... the "'-d'I dwwe-IO the
admIniltrltion to dmlIop a baT ., .....
tion poticy to CIny out the P"iItdPIe.af f.
aneI eeauit.atde ... to Co8tIt ...... AI
KAL Questions VaJidity of Editorial
To the Editors:
How ironic thai even as the Kenyon
Review bravely rejects funds from the NEA
rather than knuckle under to censorship,
Kenyon College mails their scare-tactic
literature for fear that failure to support the
hysteria of the Drug War will result in a 1055
of federal funds. Insult compounds injury to
freedom when a Collegian editorial furthers
the Reaganesque falsity equaling the con-
sumption of illicit drugs with supper! of
those who "deal in the planned exploitation
of those already suffering under oppressive
systems." Even worse, the editorial board of
the Cof/egian refers to the "whine" and the
"selfish" reasoning of those who advocate an
end 10 drug prohibition.
We, the president and faculty advisor of
the newly formed Kenyon Antiprohibition
League assert that the violence and oppres-
sion which correlates with the illicit drug
trade should not be blamed on drua users,
who themselves suffer violence and op-
pression by advocates of seientiflcajly in-
defelUible government policies. We suggest,
instead, that those who abhor the violence
and oppression associated with the illicit drug
trade should begin to question the wisdom
and motives of those who employ a harshly
punitive leplistic solution in their self-
righteous enempts to suppress a near-
universal human behavior. In addition, we
reject the non-too-subtle hint that all those
who advocate an end to drug prohibition are
covert consumers of illicit drugs whose
arguments are basically selfish. Antlprchibi-
ticnists do not "whine", but instead fearlessly
demund that those who claim to oppose op-
pression and violence recognize the rights of
autonomous (and purportedly, free) in-
dividuals 10 make their own decisions about
which, if any, behaviorally active drug(s)
they choose to consume.
Sincerely,
Gilbert Blomgren
KAl President
Arthur P. Leccese
KAl Faculty Advisor
Crais Rebuttle Crosses Boundary
To the Editor:
The letter by Professor Clifton Crab
published in last week's Collegion displays a
disturbins lack of jC!DC!tosity.Why can't we
as colleaaues debate each other without
stoopinJ to personal attacks? I am happy 10
read Professor Crais's rebuttal to the article
in question because I respect his learning
and, more basically, I respect him as a 001-
league. This is sow~ Iagree with him or
not. But Iurp Profeuor Crais to reconsider
the need to maJian personally another of my
colleagues. Proreeor Short, for "demeanilll
presumptuousness," for harboring a "dismal
undmtandina of history," for plain "is-
llOtance," to slam him for pretendilll to be 8
scholar and, finally, to prescribe that Short
"do some basic readinas." To use such
Ianguqe is boklly to cross a boundary that
we aU have an interest in maintaining.
The imponant issue of collegiate "diversi-
ty" is obviously quite complex. It should 10
witboul saying Ihat there are many
reasonable arguments pertaining to the issue,
and we should encout8Je members of our
community to make them publicly. But when
we vilify opponents or attach provocative
labels such as "racist" to ideas that differ
from our own, it seems to me that we are
simply trying to cut off that debate. _
With all due respect for my colleague's pas--
sionate interest in this topic, Professor Crais
seems awfully c1aae to consiclerina what he
calls lhe '"avowedly conservative" character
of the Kenyono_~, to be a point of view
that threat .. this campus and shoulcl be
silenced. And, in any case, the argument is
no Sltonpr for its dearth of charilY.
John J. Macionis
Associate Professor of SociololY
Crais Lessens Impact of "Racism"
To the Editor:
I was most interested, last ThursQy. to
Ieam t'" it is now tbe CoI"""s poticy to"
print T1tI KMJIOII ot..... letters. Pr0-
fessor Crail's ieaer-Io lhe ettiIor in the Oct.
19 i:ssuewas addftaed to lbe wrona publica-
tion. The ObIfnIfI'hllits own letter colWDD.
If the profasar bel ."....-reI with thelD. that
is the proper ... tar b_ lo addras his
complaints. II wu unpt"OfIMionaI for the
ColkJjM to priIIt his letter. and an act of
schoilu'ly cowardice for him 10 have sent it
there in tbe first pjKe.
Prof'cslor Crain letter was surprisina for
OIher IftIODI II well. After seeina it, I rereMI
the article'" .-toon refoned to by him. C!Jl'o
"...m, to lind _ then: ,hOI I haoI
miIM the rust time throqb •• was diIIp-
poiated, however. NeiIber lite cartoon nor
lhe article, eftII afItr careful rec:onaiderIdoI
with Prof..,.- CrU'. ~ in ndnd,
_to ..._. _1110 prof....,
JH RACISM
Reader Doubts Observer's Fairness
To the Editors:
SevwaI ....... our fltSl-year stuclclus
were liven a "'caveat" by lheKM,JIOII~. __""'_""U_
.-ud "-"Oh ..... '_-10)
tn tor tbdt In dn 0ClIIl& ac:roaa cam-
pus. demM1h. -to ":pabIidy ...., .....
(Or fl." ."711,,, IcbI"t ra:aIL) 9inclo
tIIcr9 , m.c1I1R1IIe way ofrclNttal, aM
.... liIde.If.., hWi.~Patb.l
t1...,.t .... - - _. But__of thoKD foadils __ .....
...... doors, _1110 .......... UId
.'m ....... t.... _ fInt·_ ..-m_ be WOBderiD& what It.. aD Iboul. So,
widI JOUr penIIiakm., litis is for tbe womeD_mID or lbI ~ or 'M._tho_~""_1s
_ CoIIoao. If ...... read tile ......
priat _die"" list 01_ ...
ibe 1110X_ ~ ...10""__~oI"""''''''''aDl1Io
_ 01 -,.. CIIIIIII. tIIal "II
--GIll' ltd .. me.oftbe ..,..........._".",.,
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Lawton's Optimism Meets with Skepticism from Audience
Matriculation Ceremony Celebrates Kenyon's Heritage
Foster will also read the "Founders' Class of 1994 are requested to sign the
Memorial" which recognizes those of the book with their hall at a specific time
Kenyon community who have died during the scheduled by their Resident Advisor. For
past. The Chamber Singers will sing the An- those freshmen unable to go at their scheduled
them followed by the "Kokosing Farewell." time and any new transfer students are
Assistant Professor of English, Lori welcome to sign it any time in between 1:00
Lefkovitz will be the reader for the "Reading and 3:30 p.m. At the signing, either Dean
from the Wisdom of Solomon." The Keister or Dean Switzer will point out the
ceremony also recognizes the seniors who signatures of a few famous alumni such as
have earned membership to the honor society Paul Newman or Jonathan Winters.
Phi Beta Kappa. The featured speaker for the The Founders' Day Convocation remains
convocation is President Philip H. Jordan Jr. as a strong tradition that binds students with
giving a speech entitled "Founders and the past history of Kenyon College and pro-
Followers." The ceremony should be brief so vtdes a tribute to those who have made il
students will be able 10 eat lunch before possible.
regularly scheduled class ar 1;10 p.rn.
In the aftemcou new students should sign
the Matriculation Book in the Norton Room
of Ransom Hall and are welcome 10 attend a
reception given by President and Mrs. Jor-
dan in Cromwell Cottage. Members of the
On October 15, renowned nuclear chemist
Frank Asaro discussed his theory concerning
the causes of the Cretaceous extinction with
members of the Kenyon community.
Dr. Asaro, father of Catherine Asaro,'
Assistant professor of physics at Kenyon,
earned his Masters and PhD from California
at Berkeley and presently works at the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Together
with Walter and Louie Alvarez, Dr. Asaro
formed a hypothesis on mass extinction.
Their theory suggests that one or more
asteroids hit the earth 65 million years ago.
The resulting firestorms, dust clouds, and
tidal waves caused massive changes in the
weather and eventually destroyed i5 percent
of all life on earth.
Dr. Asaro's colleagues. {he Alvarez's,
discovered a layer of iridium-rich clay at the
K-T boundary, a boundary between the
Cretaceous and Tertiary periods (approx-
imately the time the dinosaurs are presumed
to have become extinct). The amount of
iridium suggested an extraterrestrial origin.
The clay which they believe to have been
deposited within a few years (a flash of
geologic time), would therefore suggest
cataclysmic events.
The asteroid, believed to have hit the
earth, would have had H,XlO times the
destructive force of all the nuclear weapons
ever manufactured. This, in fum, according
to Asaro, would have created a cloud of dust
that would keep the sun's light from entering
the earth's atmosphere for three months.
Later, greenhouse-like effects would have
taken place due to the amount of C02 released
into the air from vaporized rock.
Dr. Asaro also alluded to a theory that
such impacts and extinctions ocurred regular-
ly (every 25-32 months). These periodic
asteroid-strikes would be caused by a tenth
planet that would "shake up" the cometary
cloud in the outer solar system.
Dr. Asaro was well received by his au-
dience. His lecture and slide presentation
contained data that supported his theory
well, making his claims intelligible even to thelay person. L ..J
By Michael Rutter
For one of a series of lectures on POSI cold
war Soviet politics sponsored by the Con-
solidated National Gas Foundation, Pro-
fessor Anna Lawton of Georgetown Univer-
sily came to Kenyon last Thursday to speak
on culture and its changing role in
Perostroika society. She was born in Rome,
educated both in Naples and Leningrad, and
later received her doctorate in the United
States.
Lawton began the lecture by pointing out
the impetus behind recent changes-namely
Gorbachev. She viewed him as instigating the
"green light" for cultural reform within Com-
munist society. Lawton divided the new
trends in culture into literature, art, and pop
culture. The impact of such freedom is most
clearly seen both within the press which now
allows direct criticism and in the arrival of
previously banned books such as Brave New
World. From that point, she discussed art,
focusing on the avant garde paintings of the
1970s (now being displayed at the Columbus
Museum of An). She said a short time ago,
an exhibition of underground artists was'
literally bulldozed over by the government.
Now the government is actually hoping to
Asaro Supports Theory
8y Robert Wellman
capitalize on the sale of art to other coun-
tries.
Completely overshadowing the imellectual
awakening is "pop culture." Lawton in-
dicated that 90 percent of the Soviet people
have a television set on which they can now
watch shows like "600 Seconds" or scantily
dressed women performing aerobics. In the
past, films were the most dominant medium,
yet even with their loss of appeal {Q televi-
sion, new trends are apparent. One film she
said has Lenin awakening in present day New
York and proclaiming. "I knew it would be
like this!" The freedom in relation 10 the
Soviet youth has manifested itself aptly
within rock and roll music. Lawton said an
estimated 250,000 rock bands are currently
registered; some Soviets see this as an evil
plot of the CIA.
By John Clark
On Tuesday, October 30, Kenyon College
will hold the Founder's Day convocation and
the Rite of Matriculation ceremony for the
Class of 1994 and recent transfer students.
For those unaware of the process of Rite of
Matriculation, it includes reciting an oath of
allegiance to Kenyon College followed by
signing the Matriculation Book, which dates
back to the 18305. All new students are en-
couraged to lake part in the convocation and
returning students are welcome to attend as
well.
A faculty and staff Academic Procession
will form on Middle Path south of Rosse Hall
at 11:00 a.m. (In case of inclement weather,
the procession will form in the basement of
Rosse Hall.) The Convocation will begin in
Rosse Halt at 11: 10 a.m. with the Invocation
given by Chaplain Andrew Foster. Chaplain
Lawton's lecture ended on an optimistic
note, with her saying that with such new
freedoms Soviet culture could only benefit.
However, much of the audience, myself in-
cluded, were somewhat more skeptical of the
recent changes. The increase of commer-
cialization, which is linked 10 America's own
disastrous state of affairs, would seemingly
have a negative impact. Some of the audience
noted that many of the artists are now op-
pressed under the new restraint of public de-
mand. Since the government no longer heavi-
ly subsidizes art, it is forcing them to com-
mercialize in order to survive.
She even noted that as of yet, no master-
pieces have yet to arise OUI of the new
freedom. She further admitted that the
freedom has tnadvertemly promoted gangs
and increased violence. Despite the changes,
within Soviet society there is a pervading
pessimism. One bold film entitled "It" depicts
a 21st century Soviet Union getting out of
hand under the new freedom, and forcing the
once benevolent leader to envelop the coun-
try again in oppression under the weight of a
ruined ecology, violence, and overall chaos.
As Lawton noted, the freedom is definitely
a "Pandora's box." Although the future of
the Soviet Union is nebulous, what eventual-
Iy happens will change not only the way we
look upon the Soviets, but upon how we view
our own democracy and freedom as well.
The next lecture will be presented by Pro-
fessor Blank on November 8th at 8:00 p.m.
in BiQ. Auditorium. on the issue of whether
the USSR will survive the 19905.
Crimes Ends Run
with Rousing Applause
By Nanette MlIIer
KCDC opened its season on OCI. 12 with
the debut of Crimes of the Heart. The play,
wrtuen by Beth Henley, is about the reunion
of three sisters- Lenny (Anne Roberti), Meg
(Mary McGary), and Babe (Elizabeth
Schacterj c-in their hometown of Hazelhurt,
Mississippi. They gather as a result of Babe's
attempt to murder her husband, a prominent
lawyer in the community. As the sisters piece
together their past, jealousy and curiosity
creep out, revealing 10 the audience the
peculiarities of each personality.
II was a funny show. Between Babes's
lemonade therapy, Lenny's shrunken ovary,
Meg's liberated anuude, and Chick's (Sarah
Phemister] quick criticisms, there was always
a chuckle in the making. The direction, by
Anna Davis, was very effective. The actions
led the audience to understand how the rela-
ricnstnps of the characters developed.
Lenny was outstanding. She, cur of all the
sisters, had an exquisite delicacy about her
which was a manifestation of her voice and
her actions. It was easy to understand her
decisions as a character. Meg, although far
from delicate and virginal, used her voice and
body carriage 10create a presence which reaf-
firmed the lines that Henley wrote. Babe was
the mU\1 difficult 10 portray. Her problem."
were difficult to play because lhey were emo-
tional. Her random lines suggest that mere
was more going on "behind the scenes"
which, for an actress, is more difficult than
dealing with external obstacles. That, how-
ever, seemed to be handled well by Scheerer.
who made her debut on Kenyon's stage.
There were questions by many about the
appropriateness of the casting lU)d the
'ief' KCDC fHlflt' eiflhl
Changing Faces of Kenyon
What do you. think of The Collegian?
It's good. They should bring back the front
page news briefs. Print more cartoons. Relate
things at Kenyon to larger issues.
Caroline Lesesne '91
plwlIJ IH' STRUAI/:.R
I enjoy reading it. II's informative; it's where
I get most of my campus news.
Alison Slevin '93
It reflects current campus issues. It's not very
daring; l'd like to sec something a lin tc more
shocking.
Mark Kallis '94
1!1",1Ohy S1RUMI;"/(
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Nineteenth Annual Gambier Folk Festival to Begin Friday
By Adam Blankenship
Twenty years ago folk festivals were: com-
man manifestations of the radical political
and social movements which defined the late
'60s and early 70s. Folk artists like Bob
Dylan. Arlo Guthrie, and Peter. Paul and
Mary reflected the ideological currents of the
limes, particularly -appealing to students.
Every college campus had a folk festival.
Today Kenyon remains as one of the few
colleges in the country 10 celebrate annually
the true meaning of the folk arts. In its nine-
reenth year, the Gambier Folk Festival is
recognized as ORe of the finest in the country.
Though times have changed and students
have cultivated new musical tastes, the
essence of folk art is still celebrated every fall
in Gambier.
Srnce 1971 the Gambier Folk Festival has
striven to maintain a high standard of ex-
cellence and authenticity which has dis--
tinguished it from others and explained irs
lasting appeal. "We define folk art as thai
which is orally transmitted from one genera-
tion to another," says Howard Sacks,
associate professor of sociology and director
of this year's festival. "It is essentially a com-
munity art which thrives in many different
contests: the church, family and work place
are JUSta few."
Every year the festival promotes artists
who have learned from within their com-
munity, from family members or mentors.
The purpose of the event is drawn from the
emphasis on root traditions. Primarily, it is
(WE IiNNr AFlERNOtIN, 3DE DECIDES
THAT HfU£IrSIW_tP
IMAGE. rT"BEJNQ"~____ AI.
WENT OUT IN Till: 6In
intended to give the community access to the
folk arts, relate Kenyon to the outside world
and allow a glimpse of the cultural diversity
America has to offer.
To this end the festival brings artists from
around the country as well as those within
Knox county. "People learn 10 appreciate
their own roots through the appreciation of
others," explains Sacks. "Over the course of
the festival, we try to present opposnea-.a
bluegrass band performing before an Irish-
American group - in hopes that people will
come to see one perform, and leave with an
appreciation for both."
Professor sacks selects the participants
largely through word-of-mouth and by keep-
ing his eyes open at other festivals he anends
Ihroughout the year. The Gambier Folk
Festival never invites the same performers
back twice. in an attempt to bring something
new, yet equally as interesting each year.
This year's festival, beginning tomorrow
and ending on Sunday, encompasses a wide
variety of cultures represented in musical
events, workshop demonstrations, and a
crafts fair. Tomorrow evening, Moon
Mullins and Traditional Grass, a bluegrass
band froms the Ohio Valley, will be paired
with the Cruxian scratch band, Blinky and the
goadmasers. in Rosse Hall. Following the
concert, Blinky and crew will perform again
at a dance party in Lower Dempsey.
On Saturday from 1:OQ.4:00p.m. both the
art of woodworking and the unique relation-
ship between master and apprentice will be
discussed in Peirce Lounge. Cliff Hardesty
7T1_oPAAMSGWAt.
STU, TtJE SI/1&A TIE-DY.
BI/IRT AND /ISJL ·8IJTtOH~.
IT" ALL NIOUT t~PEIfC.E~
CHEfS7 i_iMPS.
and his apprentice Mike Derr will
demonstrate the intricacies of making fid-
dles. Don McConnell of Mount Vernon and
Rick Goehring of Gambier will explain a
technique for making wooden hand tools. At
the same time in lower Dempsey Hall, the
musicians from the previous night's concert
will take time to discuss the cultural origins
of their music and describe the fine points of
their art.
Saturday night in Rosse Hall will feature
lrish- and African-American bands. At 8:00
p.m. the Masters of Irish Traditional Music
will sing and dance tunes from a country rich
in musical heritage. Robert Jr. lockwood
will follow with blues in the Mississippi delta
tradition. At seventy-five. Lockwood is a
renowned blues artist who developed his style
under the tutelage of a blues master, Robert
Johnson.
The last day of the festival offers a crafts
fair in Gund Commons from 12:Q0..4:00p.m.
The display will feature folk arts found
throughout mid-Ohio, which include
quilting, iron working, doll-making, bee-
keeping, baking, and needlework.
The folk festival is expected to attract
more than 6,000 people from outside the
community for the three-day event. In recent
years the event has been nationally recognized
and draws people from the east and west
coasts. In the June 1988 issue of Americana
magazine. the Gambier Folk Festival was
rated as one of the IS best in the country.
Professor Sacks attributes part of the
reason for its continuing succes to the sup-
port it receives from the Gambier communi-
ty. The event costs an estimated $15,000 a
year to stage. Besides a grant from the Ohio
Arts Council, other groups on campus lend
support. The Folklore Society is the official
sponsor of the event, but it ultimately
depends upon the community. "The support
we receive exemplifies the meaning of the
folk art. All tbe participants are housed with
families of faculty and friends," adds Sacks.
"Community participation enhances the
festival, as it provides a 101of direct interac-
tion."
Among those working on the event will be
JS-40 students and members of the faculty.
In addition folk art enthusiasts and pro-
fessonal folk art historians from around the
country will be found behind the scenes as
well as in the audience. Representatives of
the Smithsonian Institute are expected to at-
tend, along with others who work on festivals
around the county. "After working on other
resuvats. it seems like the same people work
on all of them," says senior Stephanie Klein,
a co-president of the Folklore Society helping
10organize the event. "It always turns out 10
be a kind of reunion."
For Professor Sacks, however, there is a
sure method for measuring the level of suc-
cess achieved by the Gambier Folk Festival.
"Inevitably, a local farmer will come up to
me afterwards and say, 'I came 10 see the
Bluegrass band. but was really blown away
by the Yiddish hymns.' That's when I know it
was a success."
:10£ REN:;tS BY PURCHA5INGoA_PI f1tdT ANO 8IT_ HIS
NAILS.
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No "Run of the Mill" Week for Lords Soccer: Now 16-0
By Dan Lerner
The Kenyon Men's Soccer Team emerged
from yet another week of action undefeated.
In beating Denison University and Illinois
Benedictine last week by l-Il and 3-1 margins,
the Lords ran their record to 16-0, 6-0 in the
NCAC.
Last Wednesday, the Lords continued
their streak of one-goal victories with their
third in a row down in Granville.
Despite the fact that the Lords weren't
their usual dominant selves, they emerged
with the all-important road victory.
"In the first half we were awful," said head
coach Mike Pilger. "There was no reason for
!JIa! to be a 1-0 game,"
Although the only goal came off of a fret
kick from sophomore Mike Donovan 10
junior Kevin Mills, the Lords managed to
control the ball for more time than the score
would indicate.
"The score could have easily been three or
four to nothing." said senior defensernan Joe
Youngblood. "There were four or five big
saves by the other goalie (Denison's Chris
Dealy]."
Brian Skalinder provided two good ex-
amples of how to not let a goalie get settled
into his own nets, as he put two shots off the
goal posts.
While on defense, freshman goalie Mar-
shall Chapin was never really tested.
''They really didn't have any good shots,"
added Donovan.
The Big Red definitely look the Lords by
surprise.
"They were a different learn than we ex-
pected," said Youngblood. "They were a lot
more physical than we thought they were go-
A Kenvon 8!essin~. Junior Knill Mills powers his way pasl an Illinois Benedictine defender in Kenyon's
J. {win Saturday. Mills cmuoea in I<.'ilh1.,..0~()(Jls
ing 10 be. But we played pretty good soccer.
Once again we did what we had to do to win
the game and that is important at this point
of the season."
The second lame on the Lords schedule
last week was played Saturday against Illinois
Benedictine. This match might be long re-
membered here at Kenyon.
Unfortunately, the memories will not be of
good soccer, bUI of dirty soccer in both a
physical and verbal sense.
''They were the dirtiest team I've ever
played against," said Donovan. "Every time
the ref turned his back they were hacking
Ladies Host "Hockey Heaven"
By Gordon Center
Fans of Kenyon Field Hockey had quite a
treat last week. The Kenyon Ladies Field
Hockey team played four matches and
hosted the Midwest Regional Field Hockey
Invitational.
The Ladies began the week by playing
NCAC rival Oberlin at home. Oberlin is the
number two team in the conference and lasr
Wednesday they just barely beat the Ladies.
The Ladies dominated the match, con-
sistently controlling the tempo of play.
Hampered by Kenyon's controlled passing,
the Yeomen of Oberlin found themselves los-
ing in the final minutes of the second half
1-0, due to a goal scored by Senior m-captam
Margot Morrison. However a twist of Iate
took away what seemed to be a sure win for
the Ladies.
A breakaway by Oberlin was halted by
Kenyon's tenacious defense which gave
Oberlin a short corner in the closing minutes.
During the short corner the officials decided
that a Kenyon player had committed a
deliberate infraction of the rules 10 prevent a
goal and awarded a penalty stroke. Oberlin
scored on the penalty stroke and sent the
Jame into overtime. DurinJ Ihe Overtime
period Oberlin was able to score again and
defeated the Ladies 2-1.
Excitement was in the air on Friday and
Saturday as Kenyon hosted the R.F.H.1.
Those who were on campus for those two
days enjoyed a slice of hockey heaven.
The ladies started off Ihe tournament with
a disappoint ins loss to Calvin College. Scar·
ing for the Ladies were sophomore Kelly
Lynn and freshman Jen Bigelow. However,
even with those two goals the Ladies were
defeated 4-2. Calvin College was extremely
lucky 10 defeat Kenyon as Kenyon outplayed
them.
The Ladies, recovering from their losses,
began what can only be described as a goal-
scoring marathon. The Ladies started this
marathon by uefeanng Adrian College 4-0.
Scoring for the Ladies were three
sophomores and a freshman. Katie Beller,
Shannon Straub, Melissa Wood and Jen
Bigelow all scored for the Ladies.
The Ladies played an outstanding match
with the enure Junior Varsity squad playing,
who even though they do not set enough
press soundly trounced Adrian College.
The ladies last match of the tournament
was against Kalamazoo College. Kalamazoo
suffered the same fate as Adrian College, a
blowout by field hockey standards, The Ken-
yon scoring machine was turned up all the
way, as once again it was a day for
sophomore standouts. Scoring two goals
each for the Ladies were Stacy Smiar and
Melissa Wood. Erin Heintzelman scored the
last goal for Kenyon as they defeated
Kalamazoo 5-1.
As Isat in the stands watching the matches
being played on a lush green pitch nestled
among the rolling valleys of KnOllCounty, I
thought to myself as Iwiped a tear from my
eye, that if I could save lime in a boUle I
would save every moment spent watching the
Ladies play. If you would like to be moved in
such a way come to the Ladies home match
againsl Wiuenberg this Saturday at I p.m.
Mills and me."
Nevertheless, or perhaps due to this style
of play, Benedictine scored on a beautiful
pass through what seemed to be a lapse in the
Lords' defense. The goal came on the
Benedictine counterattack,
"The offense never stopped to think that if
they didn't get back on defense, they (Ben.'s
offense) could score ... It was 100 easy for
them to score," said Pilger.
BUI soon after this opening tally, senior
Mike Putnam blasted a header into the lower
right corner off of a beautiful corner kick by
John Kennedy.
Putnam's first goal of the year could not
have come at a better time for Kenyon. It
helped swing the momentum back to the
Lordst side.
II was also big for Putnam as an in-
dividual. He has played very well since com-
ing back from a knee injury, and as the Lords
get down to the wire, senior leadership and
experience is always an intangible that might
make the slightest bil of difference for Ken-
Finally, Home Is Sweet for Kenyon
By Chris Muoster miss about not being at a larger institution: a
raucous mass of undergraduates pulling for a
nationally ranked team.
In our case, though, nationally ranked
teams are thlllst into the national spocJilht
once every Division III Swimmina CJtam·
pionships or so, (My apoloPes to both Tee-
nis and Golf, but it just doesn't have the same
impacl.)
But does it rally have to take a tearn of
the Purple and White persuasion to bec:ame ~
nationally sisnirant to aamer such local
(read: student) attention?
FDnuuate!y for the team in question, lhe
support has come not a moment 100 soon.
They told us so last week wilh a letter to lhe
community, However, if more teams could
receive such support, perhaps a tarser dif·
Ference /i:Ould be made by the community,
most spedfically the students.
So for the moment, let's keep in mind what
some of our peen are trying to accomplish on
the soccer fteld: tM fulfillment of chelr
athletic dreams.
In fact, the possibility of wat:clriDJ the
Kenyon Seccer team in the pose_IOn bert in
Gambier iIPOlIO n:IDGk a cbance, pendilll
the completion of one of lhe fmat yean any
team taM hid, and pendint proper fMiHtia.
BUIif that docs tJappen, hopefuUy Keayoe
can tum out to make it a true home fieItI ad-
'.......
As the final precious seconds ticked away
in Kenyon's 2·1 win over Wooster last week,
lhe fans were revcllina into the approaddna
nijht OVertheir soccer teem.
Make that many fans revelling, aDd shout-
ing "We're number onel"
That the final score was Kenyon 2--1 was
nOI surprising, although it was pleasant to
either the intense or casual supporter of this
school's soccer tearn.
Whal was surprising (make that downrilht
shocking) was that there were casual fans
revelling in the first place.
My point is this: For the firsl time in my
Kenyon memory, the fans actually made a
difference! Imagine that for a second, Now im-
agine that for 90 minutes on a cold, winter-
like Wednesday in early October, the fans
made a difference.
The players seemed to feed off tltis newly.
created attention, as tbey beat one hell of a
team in Wooster, a team that almost lied lhe
881M in the final seconds.
And when is the last time you've seen a
tramc jam in Gambier? WeDmue lhal 1ast
Wl!dnesday, when the Kenyon "faithful" aU
tried leaving the scene of the victory tGlClher .
Ihave to admit it wasn't like trylns to leave
Shea Stadium or anylhinJ, but the scene
came closest to somcthina thal many of us
yon.
The Purple and White's second goal was
scored before the half, as Mills scored off of
a feed from fullback George Conner.
Mills' second Baal of the game and third of
the week came in the second half following a
penalty kick, an unstoppable preposition
when Mills is flawless.
Mills stepped up his game a notch follow-
ing an incident midway through the first half
that more than monvated the already intense
striker.
One of the Benedictine players made racial
comments to him, and Mills was warned not
to retaliate in any damaging way to him or
the team.
Mills' response was to merely go OUI and
collect his two goals that provided the dif-
ference in the game for Kenyon.
Had Mills provoked a red card (dis-
qualification) from the official, he would
have been ejected from that game and the
next contest. That contest was last night's
game versus Ohio Wesleyan.
"You've BOt10 stick up for yourself on the
field," said Pilger, although due to the
schedule and the costly ramifications of a red
card, he considered this a unique situation.
"You tell your guys not to look ahead to
the next game, but sometimes as a coach you
have to."
Mills' goals have come at a time when the
threat the rest of the NCAC focuses on,
Donovan, is being hampered by an injured
ankle.
However, teams can get completely out of
focus when trying to stop the Lords.
In addition to Donovan (IS goals, 10
assists), and Mills (12, 3), freshman Charles
Kanzinger is now 141h in the NCAC in scor-
ing (8, 3).
Sophomore Mac Shannon has come to life
with a goal and three assists since being
moved to midfield.
And with Chapin now leading the NCAC
with a 0.63 goals apinst average, Kenyon is
now well-rounded as it bits the stretch in the
NCAC race.
St.'OI/ Lf'drr nJnlributf'd to this SIOf'.Y.
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Only a Matter of Time For Ladies Soccer; Beats Bethany
By SCott Jarrett
"Time is, time was, but time shall be no
more." writes James Joyce, probably think-
ing not so much of hell's fires. but soccer. In-
deed, it was only a matter ornme in Kenyon's
match aaainsl Bethany last Saturday. The
Ladies played with the opponent for the ma-
jority of the proe, 88minutes. before scorinJ
at almost the last possible opportunity.
After dominating offensively with 14 shots
on 1081 to Bethany's 1, nOI to mention
outstanding defensive work, the LacUes
broke through to score with 1:08 left in the
game.
Freshman Marie Ryan, who played
tremendous defense at sweeper. booted the
ball downfiekl to freshman forward Maura
Connolly who had sped away ffom the mid-
field Bethany defenders. Connolly burnt the
disoriented goalkeeper and dribbled it for the
score.
The goal was Connolly's fifth score of the
season, placing her at the top of the team
leaders.
Perhaps an usist should also be credited to
Lord's forward Ores: Kantinger who was seen
giving ConnoUy scoring tips at halftime.
"Fake. catch the goalie flatfooted, and
gcel!" instructed the enthusiasHc Kanzinser.
one of several Lords players present at the
action at her end of the field.
"I was so happy Maura scored. I did not
want to go into overtime. Maura is my hero."
exclaimed the jubilant Pratt.
The game was a nice rebound for the
Ladies after a disappointing 7·1 loss to
Denison IIlSI Wednesday. The win brings
Kenyon one step closer to even. with a 7-8-1
overall record.
it was a great team effort with comrlbu-
tions from Jackie Terwedow, Jen Raynen,
Erica Wolfe, a bloody·lipped Leslie Seiters,
and binhday-girl Karin Chamberlain (21),
among others.
In addition the Ladles were bolstered by
the return of junior Emily Morgan and senior
co-captain April Robison. Morgan has misses I
most of the season because of an injury
and Robison has missed the last two games
because of sickness.
Coach Paul Wardlaw appeared pleased
with the team effort.
"Everybody played really well. They
played to win and went for all the loose balls.
It was a fun game to watch," commented
remarked COltnOny. Wardlaw.
Because of the agressive Kenyon offense The Ladies challenge Wittenberg at 1:00 at
and sound defense from Ryan. goaltender Mavec Field this Saturday in the final match
Sarah Pratt wasn't pressured a great deal in of the season. Wittenberg comes into the
the game. Pratt had just two saves. but cer- match with a 7-8 overall record, loS in the
tainly wasn't disappointed with the lack of NCAC.
Lords Lose to Gators, Now 4-3
SouIMm Comfort: Norlh CQrof;lfQ tfat;Wf Ern:u Wolfe pro/erl.f KrIf.V(m ftoa/ h...dtflri"R lhe bait in u 1-0
:rhu(OII' (If &/holf.v. Junior J(uolk",," Surtlh Pratllooks mi.
....,..
In a way. that was just how it happened,
though Connolly woukln't totally admit that
she had Kanziger's plan in mind.
"I ran through the middle and the ball was
there. thanks to Marie. 90 I dribbled it in,"
Harriers Eye NCAC Championships
were from Louisville, a much stronger squad
than any in the NCAC.
In cross coumry the results of the top five
finishers on the IQm ere added up, and the
team with the lowest t.... wins the race. At
Cincinnati, Tracey Fatzinger (20th), Jody
Zolman (25th), and Anne McKay Farrell
(41st) joined Berghold and Wilder in aivinl
the team a point total of 88.
Although not contribwing to the team's
scoring, Ailene Kelley (:11:32), Karin Adams
(21:36), Jill Korosec (21..03), Katie Insrusia
(23:44), MId Vanessa Robinson (24:26) were
DOl far behind the top runners. These second
!We runners seem ready to tum in a top per-
formance in theevcnt that one of lhe top five
runners falters.
The men turned in their normal balllnoed
performance over a srudinI five-mile course.
The top five finishers for the Lords were
Scott Sherman (23rd overall with a lime of
27:10), Mark Vacha (27th), Scon JlIl'«tt
(28th), Ian Smith (30th), and Mike Blake
(39th). T1te five runnen all rmished within
fifty geCOlkIsof each other.
Eli Thomas (28:39), Ryan McNulty
(28:44), aad M81:tOlson (29:06) also finiahcd
1ft"CROSS COUNTRY f'tIRP rillht
By Jobn Cooney
The Lords and Ladies finished up their
regular season Friday at the Queen City In-
vitational in Cincinnati. The race represented
the last chance for the team to work out the
kinks before the climactic race of the season.
the NCAC Championships on Saturday at
Kenyon.
The race on Friday was a typical one for
Kenyon. As usual. Kenyon 1V8S one of the
smallest schools in a race fun of Division I
schools. Louisville. Morehead St .• Dayton,
Cincinnati. and Xavier all participated in Fri-
day's meet.
However, lhe lords and Ladies refused to
be intimidated by the Division 1schools. The
Ladies finished chird out of eight teams. only
two points behind second place Morehead
State. The men finished fifth overaD. ahead
of Dayton, Xavier. and Wilmington.
Once again, Kara Berghold led the Ladies,
placing second with a time of 18:03 over the
3.1 mile course. Kdly Wilder, the other half
of Kenyon's Dynamic Duo, came in sillth
with. time of 18:)4.
The race bodes wdl for the team's two
stars, since four of the other top • nmners
Voneyball Romps at Wittenberg
B, Orat T... nle
The Ladies' voUeybIIIItCU'l rcbouDdcd last
wed: 10 break a dtrec-match mns streak
with impressive wins over conference 0p-
ponents Wittenbera and Oberlin.
"I'M willi lipped Kenyon'S conference
record to 4-1, and pIIll:OII them in a de for
third place with Ohio WCIIepn.
With lournamot time twiftly ap-
prokfliDt, the LadIa badly needed the vic-
tories, and their play in both matcbcs of the
triaDaullr wu lDdfcad¥e of the fteCCIIity.
1be opaUftI match. I&Iifta a repwable
Wittenberl sq .... was a close ODe wttich
found the ladies vir:torious in two hard
foutht ...... IS--I3, 15-11. Offensive
fi~.ei WM provided by -.lor Judy
Hruska, who comrilniled an impressive 14
kills, and senior Kelly Ibymond who
reaistered 18 assists in the match.
Hruska's performance brouahc her total
kills 10 )26 for tM season, locking her in a
three way tie for second pIa<:e: in the con-
ference. while Ra)'RlOftd is I1iI'iked founh
among the seltins leaders in the NCAC with
)S2.
1be second match of the eveninS pitted
Kenyon apinst a VMdy improved ObcrUA
squad. 1be Yeowomen were, however. no
match for tbe Ladies, who triumphed ill two
stni .... pmes. 15-13. I5·U. Fine def-aft
perfocmances were Itti1led in by Jut
Oaac:e. who Is curmtdy the c:on.
femtee laden ill dip with 341. and promi.s-
ina freshman Sarah ........-encc. whole total
..,. VOLLEYBALL 1JIfItr~lIt
ByCbrl. Muuter
Put these numbers into your VAX and see
if Kenyon beat Allegheny last Saturday at
McBride F'ldd.
First downs: Kenyon 23. AUesheny 22; Net
rushing yards: Allegheny 153, 100 below its
avcrase; Total Plays: Kenyon 70, Allegheny
64; Penalties Kenyon 7 for 49 yards.
Allegheny II for 99; Third-down Conver-
sions: Kenyon 9 of 14, ADc:aheny 5 of 12.
Time of Possession: Kenyon 31:25.
AUesheny2l:"·
It just aoes to show JOU thai: all these
numbers sometimes are IOGd for the media
SUtde and for CollqiQ" reporters only.
for the Gators came in and took one from the
Purple and Whites 24-18.
AUegheny ran its record to 6-()..1(6-0 in the
NCAq and conIinues in its quest for the
conference dtampionship, while Kenyon, 4-3
overall and 2-2 in the NCAC, is now playing
to better its record of lui: -.on, which was
5-4-1.
Kenyon tw1ed 17-10 with 2:55 left and
started at its own. 20 after a .m.d 34-yard
field aoal attempt by SIeYe Bouc:ber, who had
eartier miucd from 42 _ hit from 27.
Two playllater ttf'ODl llfety Dale Shaw
picked off a Chris Cri&hIon '*'and went 27
yards with it imo Kenyoa" end zone for a
decisive 2:4-10lead with only 1:12mDainiDc.
II was an unfortunate endinl for
Crei.titon, who connected for ]2 of 48 for
332 yards and two touehdcwms. He was picked
orr three cimes on the day, indudina
Shaw's return for lhe touchdown.
However. Kenyon didIlI't throw in the
towel on this one. u the offeaIe came back
to KOre with 49 seconds ... when CreiBhton
found wide n:eiver o.wa P.nman on a
four...yan:lreception. h ............. third
touchdown eatdi on the year.
A two-polal: alllvenioa .... to Ted Tac-
..... IIlIIIIe 1M1COre ~I ••
....... y Docl_~_of ...._
kick __ lied by • Keoyoe _y, &iv.
m, -. die boll .. tile ritual or
quartcrblct Jeff F1III:OYtId ta I ,,'I to run
the clock out.
Kenyon was seeking to complcte a come-
bBck bid that Iqan with the Lords down
17-3 entering the fOlJnh quarter of play.
Kenyon scored just two plays into the final
period when Creighton completed his 16th
touchdown pass of the season to Taagart on
fade pass from the one-yard line. Thar fade
pattern is an all too familiar storY rhat Ken-
yon repeated to lei back into the pme at
17-10.
The drive, whidt bc:pn towards the end of
lite third quarter, took up 7S yards on Dint <
plays.
cm,hton wuSof6on the drift. with two
COfttP1etiOll$ to junior tisht end ScID McCabe
(fift catches, 65 yards). one to freshman
Brian Barry and two to TagsIrt (9,99), rhe
lui two of the drive.
Allesheny had buik its 17-] by sc:orina II
unanswered third quarter points to stretch its
6-] halftime advarltqe.
A fumble by Ted Brockman on Kenyon's
first play from ICliIlUDlllCin the second half
led to AllegItcDy'I flfSl. score of the quarter.
Starting out on the Lords U, AJlcaheny
coaId oct no .- than die Kcnyoa 9-yard
Uae.. and had to lettle for Boucbcr's V·yard_.
This WM a tatament 10 the Kenyon
defense, holdiDJ; the llUtIIber-onHUtcd of-
f.- in the NCAC to • fiekI ae-lfoIIaIwilll
the n:cUent field poIition.
In fact. hoIdlna the Gator IWhiIII att8ck
10 IS3 yvds on the day serves alone big, ac-
complishment.
The defense was led by junior defensive
teel:le Damn Harris. who had II taekIes on
the day. Harris 0IlCe "Pin IJraqhl his in-
tense attitude to the aame. diIruptina tbe
CIMors from over the emter.
_6'- Ml1<c_-equal
to the numbers of HarriI. II he aIio.....-11 ....oadleday. Ha_""36
tackles 011. the YIII'. 61 wIlidt .. toIo.
In tact. the eadre linfhckinl ..... bad
lilt days "" .... _1Dd _ . Jobn
St. JdIa. bid 10 t&opt .... .fI••• 'I. Joe
o.c.occ ClOOdauiflLlIdI.-., 22 ..... tilht.. POOTaALL,.""
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KCTV
Continued from page one
KCTV to be shown more often, and also for
a combination VCR monitor that could be
set up anywhere. In order to move to cable,
less than $25,000 would be necessary. Valen-
ti says that most of the cost going into put-
ling KCTV on cable is from capital expen-
ditures, and he claims that once KCTV has
the equipment, it will cost very little to run it.
KCTV officials talked to Doug Givens on
October 11, and asked about submitting
another proposal to senior staff, since all the
problems from last year have been solved.
Next semester KCTV plans to make another
proposal. and then they hope to be seen on
channel 23 on Star Cable. Valenti says thai
Ihis improvement "would enhance the life of
every student at Kenyon and every member
,1>f the Gambier community."
Dartmouth
Contin/ler//mlll puge one
and faculty formed a massive protest on the
campus green. The Re\!iew's Editor-in-Chief
stated that an unidentified person had sneaked
the quote into print. However, the
Review's president and two other staff
members quit. Some Congressional members
even called for the Review's financial con-
tributors to curtail their support of the
weekly paper.
Wemhoener
Continued frolll paso litre,'
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
staff of the Observer or of Kenyon College."
If you check out those authors, you'll also
find that many are not from Kenyon at all, so
I'm not sure that this is "news" or "opinion"
for anyone but some of those staff people. In
fact, because the Obserller' gets significant
funding and support from non-Kenyon peo-
ple, some have argued that it shouldn't use
Kenyon's name at all.
But what's in a name? The content is still
there, isn't it? So I'd like you 10 know that
r some of us are openly for "cultural diversity"
and "cultural relativism." Yes. I do it all the
time. In fact, when you're in the business of
international education, it's the most natural
thing in the world. Along with many of our
faculty, and a growing number of Kenyon
juniors who study abroad, I believe that the
world's cultures are very much worth study-
ing, that they are, in fact, crucial to my
understanding of what the world is, how it's
gotten along these past few millenia, and
what we might expect or hope for its future.
While I can't help but compare these cultures
to my own, I don't study them only to
measure them against my own. This is impor-
tant, because it means that learning for me,
and similarly-minded diversity types, doesn't
mean presuming to have the right answers,
bUI, rather, seeking to ask the right ques-
tions. (The last issue of the Kenyon Observer
called this approach to education "anti-
intellectual" and "inspired by anti-democratic
political movement." Well, if you "antis"
have been rallying, no one's told me. I'm in
the book.)
Some of us, also, are openly feminist
(though none of us will give you the same
definition of that word, and none of us has a
sense of humor, so it's better not to ask). And
we think women do have a culture quite
distinct from men, one that's worth studying.
But as the Kenyon Observefs "Gender. Agen-
da" confirmed, whenever women try to study
women, men start calling them "hateful."
Well, studying women doesn't mean hating
men; it means not studying men - and nol
studying men is different, and is diverse, but
is not, therefore, wrong. It is not a "mean-
spirited, down-right ugly politics of 'dif-
ference.' "
But that last charge has made me wonder
about the Observers politics of sameness,
and its attention to what is fair-minded and
human in politics. It devotes much time eed
space, for example, to the legal and human
rights of an unborn fetus, but would seem to
deny both to the typically disenfranchised
among us-those "women, homosexuals,
and the handicapped" who presume their
own cultures ("ludicrous") and our lesbian
and gay women and men who seek "accep-
tance and even celebration" ("repugnant'').
Now, this is far less logical than those logical
liberal lapses the Observer regularly professes
to amend. And this is dangerous, for in the
name of the familiar and traditional, it hurts
and denies people-always "other," "dif-
ferent" people. That is "down-right ugly."
Thanks for the space,
Jane Wemhoener
Director, Off-Campus Studies
Student Council
Ctmtlnued from naec three
ly articulated principles of fairness.
- To help you in your consideration, Dean
Bradley's office has prepared examples of
possible housing allocation systems to spark
discussion and to offer a guide to how your
proposal should be presented. Do not, how-
ever, limit yourself to these models: be
creative.
- You might want to consider such con-
cerns as: group housing; seniority; gender;
distribution of doubles, singles and triples;
the character of individual resident halls; the
use of facilities such as lounges, kitchens,
computers and study areas.
- You must submit your proposal in
writing, by November 5 to either Dieter
Sumerauer, Student Activities Office in
Gund, or Kim McMullen, Sunset Cottage.
Student Council and Senate will review these
proposals and make their recommendations
to the President.
Sincerely,
Dieter Sumerauer
Kim McMullen
Racism
Contimted fmm fJU1Wthree
obvious predispositions caused him tc
misinterpret both. Or perhaps he is simply
the type of liberal academic described by
Professor Short in his article. At any rate, his
pedantic and overbearing leiter seemed un-
warranted. Faculty members certainly do not
always agree with each other, and, as one
would expect, they often express their oppos-
ing points of view in print; however, they do
not usually choose to malign their colleagues
in the school newspaper. Equally surprising
was Professor Crats's inclusion of Bob
Sliman, the Observers cartoonist, in his
denunciation. Such a vicious attack by a pro-
fessor on a mere student does not seem en-
tirely professional.
One final point. There can be no doubt
that racism is a very serious charge indeed.
The light-handed manner in which Professor
Crais throws the term about can only lessen
its impact and make it less meaningful when
real instances of racism appear. Professor
Crais only huns his cause by being so quick
to cry, "Racism!" One hopes that in the
future he and the Collegian will show better
judgement.
Sincerely,
Peter Meilaender, '93
KCDC
Continued from paRefour
believability of their sisterhood but the show
worked and there was no time when the por-
trayal of the characters was inconsistent.
Taking on a play which requires an accent is
a challenge. Not only does it have to sound
Southern but, to establish an allusion, each
character has to have the same pronuncia-
tion. Although six weeks is too short to ab-
sorb an accent, to this show it was vital and
the consistency was not really achieved.
Nevertheless, the actions and the work itself
carried the show to a successful ending which
was evident by the standing ovation on Satur-
day night,
Cross Country
Continued [rom f)Q/<Ieseven
the season in fine fashion for Kenyon and in-
dicated that the Lords have the same quality
depth as the Ladies.
Now the team faces the race they have
spent all season training for. The top four
teams in the race on Saturday will earn a trip
to the regionals.
The last few races indicate that Kenyon is
peaking at just the right time. Injured team
captain Gordon Center remarked, "The race
at Cincinnati was the best race of the season
for both teams. If we can run like that on
Saturday we will have a great chance to make
the regionals."
Another advantage for the Ladies will be
that they are running right here at Kenyon on
their home course. The NCAC Super Run
XII starts at 11:00 for the women and 11:4S
for the men. As at all other home meets,
there will be kegs.
Volleyball
CU!'li/llt('(f from l'UK,r seven
digs for the season tally 155.
The two victories brought the Ladies'
record to 15-17 but most importantly, pro-
vided a much needed boost in confidence as
the NCAC tournament draws nearer. At this
point, Kenyon faces a fourth seed in that
tournament, but with important matches
against conference rivals Denison, currently
the top seed, and Earlham still to come, the
Ladies have the opportunity to improve their
ranking.
The strong individual performances and
cohesive team effort displayed rcently in-
dicate that the Ladies are beginning to 'con-
quer the demons which have plagued them
throughout the season. If the play of the past
week is an indication of the improving for-
tunes of the Ladies, then they should have no
trouble in securing a winning record, and
making a run at the conference champion-
ship.
Football
COll/illlll,>d[rmn fJU,l!.t' .fl'l'l'l/
solos and two assists.
However, while the Gator running attack
was stalled for most of the day, senior
quarterback Jeff Filkovski (who incidentally
will not get the sportsmanship award in the
NCAC), threw for 244 yards on his 19 of 26
passing. He was intercepted once.
But it was the second Creighton intercep-
tion that led to Allegheny's second score of
the quarter, as Jerry O'Brien scored on a one-
yard run with J:SO left in the period.
It was a drive that covered 55 yards in
seven plays. O'Brien carried for 41 of those
yards on five carries.
Tha( score was O'Brien's second of the
day. He opened the game's scoring with a
zt-yard run on Allegheny's first possession.
The Gators could have added to their lead
on their next possession, but Boucher's
42-yard attempt was short and far right,
Kenyon had two good chances at scores
itself early on.
Kenyon, down 6-0, had the ball on
AUegheny's 25 when Creighton sailed a ball
over Mccabe's head and had it picked off by
free safety Dave Lecane, a stalwart on the
Gator defense.
Later, in the second quarter, Kenyon had a
4th and 1 from the Gator 30when Creighton,
sprinting right, was caught in the backfield
for a loss.
With 1:02 left before halftime, Kenyon
capped off a 13-play, 74-yard drive when Mc-
Cabe hit on a 27-yard field goal, his fourth
field goal in five attempts on the year.
Kenyon held the ball for over 19minutes in
the first half, only to see it come away with
three points.
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